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Executive Summary
This project assessed 159 culvert crossings within the Wisconsin St. Louis River Area of
Concern (AOC) to identify those disrupting hydrology and impeding aquatic organisms
from accessing upstream and downstream habitats. Culvert assessment data was used in
conjunction with stream habitat data, target species data and local road data to prioritize
and recommend crossings that should be upgraded in order to restore hydrologic
connections to high priority stream habitat. Recommendations from this project will be used
by the WDNR to obtain funding for a minimum of two culvert upgrades. Rehabilitating
crossings to allow fish movement will help the WDNR meet one of its AOC BUI Removal
Targets. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources contracted with the University of
Wisconsin Superior – Lake Superior Research Institute from November 2016 to September
2017 to assess culvert crossings and to work with stakeholders to develop a list of priority
crossings.
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Problem Definition/Background:
The “Loss of Fish and Wildlife Habitat”, is one of nine beneficial use impairments (BUI) listed
for the St. Louis River Area of Concern (AOC) in the Remedial Action Plan (RAP; MPCA,
2013). The BUI Removal Target for Loss of Fish and Wildlife Habitat is that, “Additional aquatic
or hydrologically connected habitat throughout the AOC watersheds has been successfully
protected and rehabilitated sufficiently to maintain healthy fish and wildlife populations
through implementation of projects at prioritized restoration sites.”
The tributaries in the AOC support cold, cool and warm water species, such as brook trout,
muskellunge and walleye (respectively). White Suckers, a primary prey species for
muskellunge, also depend on tributaries for spawning and rearing. Both walleye and
muskellunge are species with specific population targets listed in the RAP under the
Degraded Fish and Wildlife Populations BUI (MPCA, 2013).
Over time, urbanization and road development in the AOC has resulted in the
fragmentation of many streams, preventing fish from accessing vital upstream habitats.
During the development of the RAP, road-stream crossings were identified as likely barriers
to fish passage in the Wisconsin portion of the AOC (MPCA, 2013 http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/view-document.html?gid=19677) which led to the
RAP priority action 9-17 to “replace or retrofit a minimum of two perched culverts to allow
for fish passage and other aquatic organism passage.”
With the exception of a few large barriers, most road crossings and other potential
obstructions in the AOC have not been inventoried. Limited data is available from the City
of Superior and Douglas County however it is unknown the degree to which the estimated
159 culvert crossings are inhibiting fish movement within the AOC.
This project provided the assessment data necessary to understand the status of stream
connectivity in the AOC.
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Project Objectives










Select a subset of crossings within the AOC using LiDAR digital elevation models
(DEMs), the elevation drop from the upstream side of the culvert to the downstream
side of the culvert was measured at each site.
Convene a technical team to assist with compiling, ranking and vetting relevant
stream, road and watershed data which will be used in developing a final list of
priority crossings.
Conduct a preliminary culvert assessment to determine which culverts are acting as
a barrier to fish passage.
Propose a list of 15-20 crossings (Tier 2) out of the preliminary culvert assessments for
review by the Technical Team. Target streams that support walleye, musky and
resident brook trout and develop additional ranking criteria that will result in
maximizing the ecological benefit.
Develop a list of 5-10 highest priority crossings (Tier 1) based on Technical Team
review.
Conduct follow up assessments at the Tier 1 Priority Crossings to determine value of
the habitat being blocked and summarize additional data to be used in
recommending crossings for upgrading.
Rank the Tier 1 Priority Crossings in the WI SLR AOC where upgrading will remove fish
passage barriers and maximize the ecological benefit to aquatic organisms.
WDNR uses the list of recommended as Tier 1 Priority Crossings (5-10 culverts) to
develop a project proposal for project implementation to meet RAP Project 9-17, as
well as to develop proposals for additional projects to implement the Biodiversity
Conservation Strategy.
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Technical Team
A Technical Team was convened at the beginning of the project for the purpose of
providing the background information necessary to meet the project objectives and to
guide decision-making.

Members:
Matt Steiger, WDNR, Project Manager/AOC Coordinator
Madeline Roberts, WDNR, Project Manager/Water Resources Management Specialist
Paul Piszczek, WDNR, Fisheries Biologist
Amy Cronk, WDNR, Environmental Analysis and Review Specialist
Craig Roesler, WDNR, Water Quality Biologist
Matt Diebel, WDNR, Water Resources Management Specialist
Tom Simmons, WDNR, GIS Analyst
Christine Ostern, Douglas County Conservationist
Cameron Bertsch, Douglas County Engineering Technician
Kevin Schmid, Douglas County Highway Technician
Darienne McNamara, City of Superior, Environmental Regulatory Coordinator
Ted Koehler, USFWS Fish and Wildlife Biologist

Meeting Summaries:
The kickoff meeting was held on October 12, 2016 to provide the project overview, identify
target species, and identify background information relevant to meeting the project
objectives. Assessment methods, training and timelines were discussed and finalized for use
in the QAPP.
Meeting 2 was held on June 30, 2017 to share the results of the preliminary culvert
assessments and discuss the ranking of the proposed Tier 2 Priority Crossings. The initial
proposed Tier 2 streams, placed a higher rank on trout streams and included all trout
streams that had a passability score of less than 1. The Technical Team directed LSRI to
revise the draft Tier 2 list and develop it primarily on passability scores and potential stream
length opened. The revised Tier 2 list of 19 streams was further vetted by the Technical Team
for ranking and to determine a list of additional assessment needs (Table 4).
Meeting 3 was held on September 15, 2017 to share the ranked results from Tier 1. Barriers
that ranked highest were included on the Tier 1 Priority Crossings list. Results of the follow up
field assessments and a summary of the stream quality data were also presented.
Stakeholders from the Town of Summit and the Town of Superior were invited. Local needs
and stream values were discussed and the final recommendations to prioritize the Little
Balsam Creek system was made.
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Methods
Stream Crossing Selection
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) created a geodatabase consisting
of approximately 600 stream crossings in the St. Louis River Area of Concern in Wisconsin (WI
AOC) (Figure 1). The stream crossings were identified by intersecting 2012 TIGER Roads data
and Douglas County ATV trails data with WDNR 1:24,000 scale stream flowlines and by
analyzing digital ortho-photographs to locate railroad crossings. Only culvert crossings that
could be legally accessed were included on the list. Potential barriers located on railroad
grades or trails were not included due to access issues. Bridges were not assessed because
they were assumed to be passable.
Using LiDAR DEMs and digital ortho-photographs, the WDNR further classified the 600
crossings based on crossing type and elevation drop. From previous studies, the WDNR
determined that elevation drops of >0.3m were strong indicators of potential fish passage
problems. Additional evidence revealed that elevation drops of < 0.3m may also be
barriers to fish with poor swimming abilities. Using these data as guidelines, an elevation
drop of >0.2m was used to generate the subset of 159 crossings that would be targeted for
assessment (
Figure 2).
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Figure 1 - ~600 Stream Crossings in the St. Louis River Area of Concern in WI
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Figure 2- 159 Crossings that are Potential Fish Barriers in the WI AOC
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Preliminary Culvert Assessment
The Great Lakes Road Stream Crossing Protocol was used for preliminary culvert
assessments. Data collected included: Site ID; Stream Name; Road Name; Date; GPS
Waypoint; County; Township/Range/Section; Adjacent Landowner Information; Crossing
Type; Culvert Type, Shape, Material, Length, Width, Height and General Condition; Inlet and
Outlet Types; Presence of Substrate in Structure; Estimate of Percent Blocked (plugged),
Crushed or Rusted; Structure Inlet/Outlet Water Depths; Inlet/Outlet Water Velocity; Perch
Height; Embedded Depth of Structure; Stream Flow and Condition (Degree Bankfull); Scour
Pool and Upstream Pond Data; Riffle Velocity, Depth and Dominant Substrate; Road
Class/Type (i.e. Ownership); Road Surface and Condition (Good, Fair, Poor); Road Width at
Culvert; Location of Low Point (At Stream/Offset); Runoff Path (Along Road/To Ditch);
Embankment Fill Depth and Slope; Fill Depth (Top of Culvert); Embankment Slope Visual
Estimate (Both Culvert Ends); Left/Right Approach Lengths; Left/Right Approach Slope; Ditch
Vegetation; and Extent of Erosion. Field data was recorded on the Great Lakes Road
Stream Crossing Datasheet, February 28, 2011 rev. 4-26-2016/LSRI. LSRI revised the datasheet
to include the WBIC, stream order and presence of targeted fish species. A site sketch,
digital photo documentation, and a summary assessment were also included on each
datasheet.

Passability Score Calculation
A culvert passability score was generated for assessed culverts using a Microsoft Office
Access 2013 database called “RSX_StLouis_LSRI.mdb” (RSX Database). The RSX Database
created by the WDNR contains a query that calculates a passability score based on field
parameters measured for each culvert. Passability score values ranged from 0 to1. The
definition for each passability score is as follows:





0 = Not passable by most species at most flows
0.5 = Not passable by some species/life stages at most flows
0.9 = Not passable at high flows
1 = Passable by most species/life stages at most flows

Ranking Criteria for 15-20 Priority Crossings (Tier 2)
The ranking criteria used to identify 15-20 priority crossings (Tier 2) included: a culvert
passability score of 0 or 0.5; the length of stream opened up once a barrier was removed;
the exclusion of any 303d list streams; and the high potential to improve outcomes by being
able to work on multiple culverts on the same stream.
Length of Stream: The length of stream segment opened to migration once a barrier was
removed was calculated using road, trail, railroad and dam data intersected with stream
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flowline data in ArcMap. The total length of stream opened was obtained by tallying the
length of each segment (main channel and tributaries) from the crossing barrier upstream
to the next potential barrier.

Ranking Criteria for 5-10 Priority Crossings (Tier 1)
The ranking criteria used to identify 5-10 priority crossings (Tier 1) was based on known
stream quality; the ability of the stream to support the target fish species; the potential to
open fish migration from Superior Bay or Lake Superior; the potential for the highest
ecological benefit for dollars spent; the potential to improve outcomes by being able to
work on multiple culverts on the same stream; Technical Team knowledge of potential for a
high or low success rate; and crossings with the highest need for replacement.
Stream quality was determined by acquiring existing WDNR data and by conducting further
field assessments. Existing data was obtained from the WDNR SWIMS Database, the Fisheries
Management Database; the Surface Water Data Viewer and the general water condition
summaries for each stream found at www.dnr.wi.gov/water/WaterDetail.
Follow up field assessments were conducted to obtain habitat data and to examine nearby
barriers not assessed during the preliminary assessments phase.

Follow-Up Assessments
Tier 2 streams were further evaluated prior to making the final priority recommendations. The
follow up field work involved determining passability at railroad and ATV crossings that had
not been analyzed during the preliminary culvert assessments. The same protocols used in
the preliminary culvert assessments were used in the follow up assessments. When legal
access was an issue, a visual assessment was done to determine passability. Habitat
conditions were also evaluated on some stream segments to determine the quality of
habitat that could be accessed by fish if the barrier was removed. The WDNR Guidelines for
Evaluating Habitat of Wadable Streams Protocol was used to evaluate stream habitat.
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Background Information
Stream Information
Existing stream background information and data was acquired from Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources web sources. Stream background data was summarized and used in
conjunction with the preliminary culvert assessment data to identify and rank the Tier 2 15-20
Priority Crossings. These data were also used along with follow-up assessment data by the
Technical Team to recommend the 5-10 Tier 1 Priority Crossings.
To simplify communication of the data, four summary sheets were created for the Tier 1
Priority Crossings (Figures 3, 5, 7 and 9). Streams with multiple crossings were consolidated
onto one summary sheet. Summaries included the length of stream that would be opened if
one or more of the barriers were removed; the culvert passability score; the Modeled
Natural Community classification; trout class; ORW/ERW status; general stream condition;
general culvert characteristics; unique field observations; and, where available, a habitat
score, fish index and/or HBI score.

Road and Watershed Information
Road and watershed data, such as % open lands, flood hazard areas, location of dams or
natural barriers, was acquired from the Technical Team and web and published sources.
Research demonstrates that water quality impairments and aquatic habitat degradation
begin to occur in streams when forest cover is reduced to 40-50% of the sub-watershed
area (Verry, 1997). Road and watershed information was used in conjunction with culvert
and stream data to help identify the final recommendations for the Tier 1 Priority Crossings.

Species Specific Information
Species specific information was acquired from the Technical Team and from published
literature and summarized in Table 1. The information includes life history, spawning and
rearing habitat elements, species specific information as well as more generalized barriers
(full and partial) to fish passage. This data was used to determine if existing culvert
conditions could pass the target species and will likely be used in culvert design. It could
also be used to determine stream suitability for a specific species.
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Table 1 -Species Specific Information
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Results
Preliminary Culvert Assessment Summary
Out of the159 proposed, 140 preliminary culvert assessments were completed (Table 2). Of
those not surveyed: access was not possible without permits on 9 culverts located on the
Interstate Freeway and access was not possible without special permission at 5 crossings
located on private roads; stream channels could not be located at 3 locations; a bridge
was installed at 1 crossing; and 1 crossing was located on a private pond.
Passability scores were generated for 129 culverts. Scores were not generated at 11 of the
crossings, most likely because riffle data was missing in the database. Riffle data could not
be collected in these streams because downstream access was blocked by no trespassing
signs or fences.
Fifty-four culverts crossings (39%) had a passability score of 0 (not passable by most species
at most flows) and 53 of those culverts were perched. 60 culvert crossings (43%) had a
passability score of 0.5 (Not passable by some species/life stages at most flows); 9 culverts
had a passability score of 0.9 (Not passable at high flows); and 6 culvert crossings had a
passability score of 1 (Passable by most species/life stages at most flows).
Sixty-five of the crossings with passability scores of 0 or 0.5 were located on town roads; 41
were on county roads; and 7 were on state highways. Thirty-seven of these culverts were
damaged, either crushed to some degree or rusted or both. Most of the culvert
embankments were stable or had only minor erosion. Twenty-seven culverts had moderate
erosion and 15 had severe erosion. Thirty-three of the streams were intermittent and 11
streams were classed as 1 or 2 Trout Water. Seven trout waters had a passability score of 0.
Replacement cost estimates ranged from $7600 to $150,000. Actual replacement cost
estimates were not considered due to the high degree of variability and uncertainty
regarding these numbers. Relative cost estimates were considered but did not factor
heavily in the culvert ranking.
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Table 2 - Preliminary Culvert Assessment Summary
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Discussion of Tier 2 Priority Crossings
The project objectives called for identifying 15-20 priority crossings (Tier 2) out of the 140
preliminary culvert assessment for further review by the Technical Team. Crossings were
ranked first by the degree of passability at a crossing. Fifty-four culverts with a passability
score of 0 represented the most severe passage issues and were included on the Tier 2 list.
The second criteria used in ranking was the stream’s potential value and its ability to support
the target fish species - walleye, musky or resident brook trout. Five of the 140 preliminary
culvert crossings had a passability score of 0.5 (Not passable by some species/life stages at
most flows) and the potential for supporting the target species - Four of those streams were
classed as Trout 1 or 2 waters and one had high potential for walleye as well as a direct
connection to Superior Bay. These 5 crossings were also included on the Tier 2 list.
The final step in ranking was to determine which barrier upgrades would result in the
maximum ecological benefit. The Technical Team determined that the length of stream
opened cross-referenced with stream value would best represent maximum ecological
value.
The length of stream opened was measured for all 54 barriers with a passability score of 0;
the 4 barriers with a passability score of 0.5 that were located on trout waters; and the 1
barrier with a passability score of 0.5 that was located on a walleye water with a direct
connection to Superior Bay. The length of stream channel that would be opened if the
barriers were removed ranged from 0.02 to 3.85 miles.
Of the 59 stream lengths measured, upgrading barriers at 17 of the crossings would open up
> 1 mile of stream habitat. In 2 cases, miles opened would be > 1 mile if a nearby upstream
barrier 9not previously surveyed) was determined to be passable (102-18 Unnamed to
Pokegama – 0.04 miles would increase to 3.4 miles and at 103-3 Unnamed to Pokegama –
0.93 miles would increase to 2.9 miles). Stream measurements for Miller Creek and Little
Balsam Creek (both trout waters) revealed opportunities to open up the most stream length
if each system was considered as a group (4.51 miles and 5.07 miles, respectively).
The 4.51 miles along the Miller Creek system included: 205-16 at County Hwy B (1.66 miles);
205-18 at the State trail (0.56 miles); 205-20 at Polish Rd (1.63 miles); and 205-7 Unnamed to
Miller at Polish Rd (0.67 miles). The 5.07 miles along the Little Balsam Creek system included:
207-7 at County Hwy B (0.73 miles); 207-9 at Severson Rd (0.46 miles); 207-8 at E PatzauFoxboro Rd (0.15 miles); and 207-6 on a State trail (3.72 miles).
In total, 24 streams were listed as the Tier 2 Priority Crossings based on passability, miles of
stream and the potential for maximum ecological benefit (Table 3).
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Table 3 - Tier 2 Priority Crossings

SiteID

102-13

Road_name

Irondale Rd

StreamName/System

Unnamed stream to Pokegama River

Inter
Perch_ mitte Trout
YN
nt_yn Class

no

no

no

Pass Miles
Score Opened

Note

StreamsNatComm

0

3.85

cool-cold headwater,
macroinvertebrate
coldwater,
macroinvertebrate

Tech Team
Personal
Knowledge

Final Action and Reason

Remove/macro stream

102-18

Co Rd W

Unnamed stream to Pokegama River

yes

no

no

0

3.4 miles if 102-41 is
0.04 passable

102-41 not
passable

102-5

S Barnes Rd

Pokegama River

no

no

no

0

1.87

cool-cold headwater,
macroinvertebrate

103-3

Co Rd W

Unnamed Stream to Little Pokegama
River

yes

no

no

0

0.93 2.9 if 103-4 is passable

coldwater,
macroinvertebrate

205-16

Co Rd B

Miller Creek

yes

no

2

0

1.65 4.51 miles if part of group

cool-warm headwater,
macroinvertebrate

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

205-18

Snowmobile Trail

Miller Creek

no

no

2

0.9*

0.56 4.51 miles if part of group

cool-warm headwater

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

205-20

Polish Rd

Miller Creek

yes

no

2

0

1.63 4.51 miles if part of group

cool-warm headwater

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

205-7

Polish Rd

Unnamed Stream to Miller Cr

yes

yes

no

0

0.67 4.51 miles if part of group

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

207-6

Snowmobile Trail

Little Balsam Creek

yes

no

1

0*

3.72 5.07 miles if part of group

cool-warm headwater

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

207-7

Co Rd B

Little Balsam Creek

yes

no

1

0

cool-warm headwater

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

207-8

E Patzau Foxboro Rd

Little Balsam Creek

yes

no

1

0

0.73 5.07 miles if part of group
0.15 5.07 miles if part of group

cool-warm headwater

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

207-9

E Severson Rd

Little Balsam Creek

no

no

1

0.5

0.47 5.07 miles if part of group

cool-warm headwater

Include/high quality/potential for working on group

205-25

S Rancon Rd

Unnamed Stream to Black River

yes

no

no

0

1

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

205-29

Co Rd B

Unnamed Stream to Rock Creek

yes

no

no

0

1.04

cool-cold headwater

Remove/unknown barrier downstream

207-26

S CR-W

Unnamed Stream to Balsam Cr

yes

yes

no

0

1.35

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

1.02

cool-warm headwater,
macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

Remove/macro stream/beaver dam problems

Remove/macro stream
103-4 not
passable

Remove/macro stream/Fewer miles/better if part of
group

207-30

Town Line Rd

Unnamed Stream to Balsam Cr

yes

no

1

0

207-35

E Co Rd B

Unnamed Stream to Little Balsam Cr

yes

yes

no

0

209-17

Leggate Rd

Copper Creek

no

no

2

0

1.24

cool-warm headwater,
macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

209-21

S Darrow Rd

Rocky Run

yes

yes

no

0

2.19

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

209-46

E Neuman Rd

Unnamed Stream to Copper Cr

yes

yes

no

0

1.1

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

212-3

E City Limits Rd

Bear Creek

no

no

no

0.5

1.27

Remove/barrier up/down stream

212-7

Moccasin Mike Rd

Unnamed Stream to Allouez Bay
(Dutchmans)

yes

no

no

0

2.76

cool-cold headwater
cool-warm
headwater,
cool-cold headwater,
macroinvertebrate
coldwater,

220-1

Hwy 13

Dutchman Creek

yes

no

no

0

1.79

macroinvertebrate, cool-

Include/Direct migration to lake superior

220-19

E Camp Amnicon Rd

Unnamed Stream to Lake Superior

yes

no

no

0

2.27

macroinvertebrate

Remove/macro stream

1.1 PassScore_est. from field

Include/Direct migration to bay

* Determined in Follow Up Assessments
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Discussion of Draft Tier 1 Priority Crossings and FollowUp Assessments
After further evaluation by members of the Technical Team, 15 of the Tier 2 Priority Crossings
were classified as macroinvertebrate streams and were removed from consideration based
on lower ecological values (Table 3). The remaining 9 streams were recommended for
follow up assessments and further evaluation (Table 4). A visual inspection of a railroad
grade on Miller Creek downstream of County Rd B determined it was a box culvert that was
passable. Two additional culvert assessments were conducted on the State trail at Miller
Creek and Little Balsam Creek. The trail crossing over Miller Creek (205-18) had a passability
score of 0.9 and the trail crossing over Little Balsam Creek (207-6) had a passability score of
0. Eight Quantitative Habitat Assessments were conducted out of 12 proposed. High rain
events and time constraints prevented assessments on two streams, 212-7 Unnamed Stream
to Allouez Bay and 220-1 Dutchman Creek. The results of the habitat assessments are
reported in Table 4.

Table 4 – Follow-Up Assessments on Tier 1 Priority Crossings
SiteID

Road_name

StreamName/System

Additional Data Needed For Final
Recommendation

Results

205-16

Co Rd B

Miller Creek

Up=65
Dn=32

205-18

Snowmobile Trail

Miller Creek

Investigate passability at railroad crossing
downstream. Conduct a quantitative
habitat assessment upstream and
downstream.
Conduct culvert assessment. If it is a
barrier, conduct quantitative habitat
assessment upstream.

205-20

Polish Rd

Miller Creek

Conduct quantitative habitat assessment
upstream.

Up=60

207-6

Snowmobile Trail

Little Balsam Creek

Conduct a culvert assessment. If it is a
barrier, conduct quantitative habitat
assessment upstream.

207-6 is a barrier /
Up=55

207-7

DRN Survey/Co
Rd B

Little Balsam Creek

Conduct quantitative habitat assessment
upstream and downstream.

Up=50
Dn=63

207-8

E Patzau
Foxboro Rd

Little Balsam Creek

No additional work needed.

N/A

207-9

E Severson Rd

Little Balsam Creek

Conduct quantitative habitat assessment
upstream and downstream.

Up=68
Dn=58

212-7

Moccasin Mike
Rd

Unnamed Stream to
Allouez Bay

Conduct quantitative habitat assessment
upstream and downstream.

No survey due to
field conditions

220-1

Hwy 13

Dutchman Creek

Conduct quantitative habitat assessment
upstream and downstream.

No survey due to
field conditions

205-18 is passable
/ No Hab. Assess
Required
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Discussion of Final Tier 1 Priority Crossings
After reviewing the results of the follow up assessments, it was determined that 8 of the 9 Tier
1 Priority Crossings met the full objectives outlined by the Technical Team. One crossing (20518 State Trail on Miller Creek) was found to be passable except in high flows (Score = 0.9).
Due to the passability score, this crossing was placed lower on the priority list for upgrading.
However, it remains an important crossing that allows for maximum connection along the
Miller Creek system. Since one of the two culverts at that crossing is damaged, it should be
inspected regularly to ensure stream connectivity is maintained. Eventually, this crossing
should be upgraded.
There were opportunities at 3 crossings (212-7 Unnamed Creek to Allouez Bay and 207-8 and
207-9 both on Little Balsam Creek) to work with local municipalities already in the process of
upgrading. The Little Balsam Creek crossings have serious flood damage and are high
priorities for the Town of Summit and FEMA. The Technical Team determined these culverts
should be of highest priority for this project and that design and implementation funds
potentially enabled under this project would be critical to improving the crossings for
ecological benefit. Except for some additional mitigation damage (i.e, armoring the
embankments), FEMA funds would only cover the cost of replacing the crossings to “predisaster conditions”, which would not be adequate for fish passage.
Detailed culvert data for the 9 priority crossings can be found in Table 5 - Tier 1 Priority
Culvert Assessment Database Summary on pages 37-39. This data along with a watershed
and road context and species specific data was used to identify priorities for upgrading.
A summary for each of the Tier 1 Priority Crossings considered by the Technical Team follows:

Little Balsam Creek System
The Little Balsam Creek system (
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Figure 3) was selected as the highest priority for this project by the Technical Team. This
system has the highest stream quality values, the greatest length of stream opened if taken
as a group (5.07 miles), and the highest local need for culvert replacement. The Habitat
Assessment values on this system range from 50-68, all indicating good habitat along the
entire length. Personal correspondence with WDNR staff indicated that habitat scores in the
“excellent” range are rare and, therefore, the “good” scores on the Little Balsam Creek
represent the highest quality habitat available in the SLRAOC.
The high percentages of open lands (46%) in the watershed and the flood hazard zone
(Figure 4), and the history of wash-outs will, however, present challenges to designing and
installing replacement culverts.
The culvert crossings at 207-9 Severson Road and 207-8 E Patzau-Foxboro Road have
suffered extreme damage following a storm event. FEMA and the Town of Summit are
developing a plan to replace both culverts to pre-disaster conditions. The pre-disaster
condition design, however, does not account for fish passage and will in all likelihood fail in
the future. Collaborating with the Town of Summit and FEMA on the design and construction
costs for these crossings will ensure a more ecological result.
The culvert crossing at 207-7 – County Road B is perched and has an estimated passability
score of 0. This crossing was analyzed previously by WDNR and therefore was not included in
the preliminary culvert assessment work. Habitat assessed under this project indicate good
habitat quality on both the upstream (Score=50) and downstream (Score=63) segments. A
HBI score from 2004 indicates excellent quality upstream of County Road B. It was
determined under this project that a railroad trestle downstream of the crossing is passable.
It appears that removing this barrier would restore connectivity all the way to Balsam Creek
downstream.
Another challenge is a concrete box culvert (207-6 State Trail) spanning 211 feet below an
estimated 86 feet of fill. Additional open bottom aprons extend another 50 feet on both the
upstream and downstream ends. Although a series of benches at both the inlet and outlet
may be inhibiting fish passage, it is highly likely that shallow water depths (0.2-0.3 ft.) in the
structure at normal flow conditions are obstructing larger – if not all - fish from moving
upstream. It is also likely that the length of culvert combined with increased flow velocity
and increased stream discharge during high flows would be a barrier to fish passage in all
size classes (Table 1). Although costs and design at this crossing will be a challenge,
upgrading would result in 3.72 miles of Class I Trout Water opened up.
The Little Balsam Creek system best meets the BUI Removal Target for Loss of Fish & Wildlife
Habitat by rehabilitating four culverts on one stream to restore connectivity throughout the
entire system.
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Figure 3 - Little Balsam Creek Summary
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Figure 4 - Little Balsam Creek % Open Lands
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Miller Creek System Summary
The Miller Creek system ( (32-Fair) along that segment. There is also some residential
development along one side of the bank above County Rd B. Habitat scores in upstream
segments of Miller Creek range from 60-65 (good). The habitat score of 65 upstream of
County Road B indicates fish would have high quality habitat to move to if this barrier was
removed. Any work on Miller Creek should include shoreline restoration recommendations
for areas in pasture or residential land use.
It was determined from the follow up inspections that the railroad crossing below County Rd
B is passable. It is a low gradient area with beaver dam issues on both sides, however, the
fact that it is passable with management means that Miller Creek would be opened to the
Black River if the County Rd B barrier was removed.
The 205-20 Polish Rd crossing on the upper end of this stream had good quality habitat on
the upstream side (60). Replacing this culvert would open up 1.63 miles of stream. The
culvert at this location is in poor condition and appears to be blocking a high number of
fish. During our follow up visit, an individual was observed fishing in the scour pool below the
culvert. Although the stream meanders back toward the road at the culvert outlet (which
may require a stream re-alignment), there is the potential that this culvert would be
inexpensive to replace.
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Figure 5) was selected as the second highest priority by the Technical Team. It is a Class II
Trout Water with aging infrastructure that would benefit from culvert upgrades, particularly
at County Rd B (205-16) where a perch height of 1.7 feet is likely impeding fish passage. The
deep plunge pool (2.6’) at that location may allow brook trout to reach the jump height
needed to enter the culvert (Kondratieff, 2011). However, Castro-Santos, 2004 shows that
velocity barriers may impact motivation and the number of attempts so even if brook trout
can jump the perch they may not. The velocity of 4.31 fps at inlet and 3.09 fps at outlet in an
80 foot culvert is also a barrier to brook trout (University of Wisconsin-Extension, No Date). The
lower fish index score (WDNR, Figure 4) above the culvert (excellent downstream/good
upstream) is another indicator that the culvert may be a barrier to fish.
Culvert design and replacement costs on this stream may be lower because areas
upstream of County Rd B are not located in a flood hazard zone.
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Figure 6) and although a good portion of the watershed is forested, the riparian area below
County Rd B has been converted to pasture and is likely impacting the habitat score (32Fair) along that segment. There is also some residential development along one side of the
bank above County Rd B. Habitat scores in upstream segments of Miller Creek range from
60-65 (good). The habitat score of 65 upstream of County Road B indicates fish would have
high quality habitat to move to if this barrier was removed. Any work on Miller Creek should
include shoreline restoration recommendations for areas in pasture or residential land use.
It was determined from the follow up inspections that the railroad crossing below County Rd
B is passable. It is a low gradient area with beaver dam issues on both sides, however, the
fact that it is passable with management means that Miller Creek would be opened to the
Black River if the County Rd B barrier was removed.
The 205-20 Polish Rd crossing on the upper end of this stream had good quality habitat on
the upstream side (60). Replacing this culvert would open up 1.63 miles of stream. The
culvert at this location is in poor condition and appears to be blocking a high number of
fish. During our follow up visit, an individual was observed fishing in the scour pool below the
culvert. Although the stream meanders back toward the road at the culvert outlet (which
may require a stream re-alignment), there is the potential that this culvert would be
inexpensive to replace.
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Figure 5 - Miller Creek Summary
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Figure 6 - Miller Creek Watershed % Open Lands
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Dutchman Creek Summary
Dutchman Creek was maintained on the Tier 1 Priority Crossings List because of its potential
to open up stream habitat to walleye and have a direct connection to Lake Superior
(Figure 7). Although the culvert crossing at 220-1 Hwy 13 is perched 2.3 ft., it appears to be a
new replacement and is in very good condition with stable embankments. State road
priorities are not known for this site.
Removing this barrier would open up 1.93 miles of stream, however, the upstream value is
unknown. The stream gradient is very low upstream of State Hwy 13 and a very rough
habitat score calculated in the office estimated the habitat to have a score around 30
(fair). A map review indicates it is not likely to locate a riffle habitat within a mile of Hwy 13.
The watershed is highly forested (6% open lands) and the stream is in a Flood Hazard Zone
(Figure 8).
Navigating this stream on foot is very difficult and it is recommended that landowners
upstream be contacted for access for any future attempts to assess habitat. Working with
DOT to develop a strategy for any future work is recommended. A fish ladder or other fish
passage design could also be implemented at this site as an alternative to replacement.
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Figure 7 - Dutchman Creek Summary
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Figure 8 - Dutchman Creek and Unnamed to Allouez Bay Watersheds % Open Lands
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Unnamed Tributary to Allouez Bay Summary
The Unnamed Tributary to Allouez Bay (212-7) was maintained on the Tier 1 Priority Crossing
because of its potential to open up stream habitat to walleye and have a direct
connection to Superior Bay (
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Figure 9). This crossing is not perched at the outlet, however there appears to be a perch of
~1 ft. in the middle of the culvert. The culvert water depth of 3.0 ft. and the low structure
velocity (inlet=0.67 outlet=0.71) suggests that this culvert would be passable if the perch was
eliminated.
Removing the barrier would open up 2.80 miles of stream, the general condition of which is
unknown. A very rough habitat score calculated in the office estimated the habitat to have
a score around 50-55 (good). Per the habitat protocol, water was too high at the time of
the follow up visit to conduct a valid assessment. The assessment was attempted following a
minor rain event the previous day which suggests flashy flows along this system which could
reduce habitat values.
The watershed is mostly forested and consists of only 18% open lands and the entire length
of the stream is in a Flood Hazard Zone (Figure 8). This crossing is a high priority for the City of
Superior.
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Figure 9 - Unnamed Stream to Allouez Bay
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Table 5 - Tier 1 Priority Culvert Assessment Database Summary

Table 4 Continued
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Table 5 Continued
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Table 5 Continued

S#=Structure and Number
I = Inlet
O = Outlet
Units = Feet per Second
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Climate Change Summary
Peak warming of 2-2.5°F has occurred across northwest Wisconsin from 1950-2006 (Figure
10). The greatest warming is occurring during winter-spring and nighttime temperatures
which are increasing more than daytime temperatures.
Figure 10 - Change in Average Annual Temp (oF) 1950-2006

Wisconsin is projected to warm by 4-9°F by the middle of this century, based on one
emission scenario (Figure 11). Northern Wisconsin is projected to warm the most, while the
least warming is expected along Lake Michigan. The mean projected warming rate is about
four times greater than what has been observed since 1950.
Figure 11 - Projected Change in Annual Average Temp (oF) from 1980 to 2055
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Typically, heavy precipitation events of at least two inches occur roughly 12 times per
decade (once every 10 months) in southern Wisconsin and 7 times per decade (once every
17 months) in northern Wisconsin. Based on one emission scenario, by the mid-21st century,
Wisconsin may receive 2-3 more of these extreme events per decade, or roughly a 25%
increase in their frequency (Figure 12).
Figure 12 - Projected Change in Frequency of 2 " Precipitation Event from 1980 to 2055

Source: Web https://www.wicci.wisc.edu/climate-change.php#13 29 Sep 2017

Coldwater fishes, such as Wisconsin's native brook trout, are sensitive to changes in
environmental conditions, particularly water such as temperature. As such, they may be
particularly susceptible to the effects of climate change on Wisconsin's cold water streams
as well as spring ponds and inland lakes.
An increase in the frequency of extreme precipitation events has the potential to result in
channel changing flows, especially in watersheds where runoff is quick. Channel changing
flows can degrade habitat quality by eroding banks, down-cutting the stream bed and
simplifying the channel. High flow velocities can also create barriers to fish passage.
Replacement culverts should be designed for predicted climate conditions in order to be
sustainable in the long term for the ecosystem.
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Datasets and Storage
The populated culvert inventory dataset is stored in a Microsoft Office Access 2013
database called “RSX_StLouis_LSRI.mdb” (RSX Database). It will be delivered in this format to
the WDNR Project Managers.
A copy of the scanned field datasheets and the original datasheets will be transferred to
the WDNR. The WDNR will assist with generating any reports and analysis required from the
database.
The habitat assessment datasheets from follow up assessments will be submitted in hard
copy format to WDNR Project Coordinators for potential entry into the WDNR Fish Habitat
Database (FHD). Storage in the FHD will allow for easier retrieval of data in the future.
Habitat scores were generated manually by LSRI and subsequently shared with the
Technical Team. An electronic copy of the MS Excel spreadsheet will be transferred to the
WDNR.
Geo-referenced digital photographs were uploaded to an LSRI computer for temporary
storage. The raw (unedited) photographs were filed by date taken and photo number
generated automatically by the camera. The photo numbers from each site were
documented on the datasheets. The geo-reference data is included in the digital record.
Digital photographs will be transferred to WDNR at the end of the project.
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